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Assigned by Department (see list) 

Grants/Cooperative Agreements, incoming SubGRANT Stephanie/Laura/Lauren by Dept. 

Contracts - direct - no pass-through funds, not multi-party (fed/non-fed) Angela/Ty/Heather by Dept. 

Incoming SubCONTRACT Angela/Ty/Heather by Dept. 

Outgoing subGRANTS (subrecipients where UofM is Prime) Stephanie/Laura/Lauren by Dept. 

Outgoing subCONTRACTS (subrecipients where UofM is Prime) Angela/Ty/Heather by Dept. 

Contracts (multi-party) Angela 

Dual Service As assigned 

Master Internship Affiliation Agreements/Sponsored Internship MOU’s As assigned 

Non-Monetary: MOU, DUA, Data Sharing, facility user, equipment loan, etc.  Ty 
NDA/CDA TTO 

 
Grants: Financial assistance mechanism to support the conduct of research or other activities as described in a general scope of work.  Terms and 
conditions are generally acceptable to the University and require minimal or no negotiation.   Almost always submitted through an electronic 
system. Includes Government, Non-profit sponsors, IPA’s 
Cooperative Agreements: Awards in which the funding agency remains involved in the research or project during its performance by the receiving 
agency. Terms and conditions are generally acceptable to the University and require minimal negotiation. 
Contracts: Agreements to provide support for research or other activities in return for a set statement of work or deliverables.  Terms and 
conditions usually require negotiation.  Includes Government, Industry, State agencies, Intergovernmental agreements  
Sub-Contracts (incoming): Agreements under a prime CONTRACT award to another entity and will be passing funds and same terms and conditions 
to the University.   Should include a separate budget and scope of work from the prime.    
Sub-Contracts (outgoing): Agreements issued under an agreement that UM is the prime/lead agency via a CONTRACT.  A portion of the research or 
other activities will be conducted by a third party (not an individual). Should include a separate budget and scope of work from the prime. 
Sub-Grants (incoming): Agreements under a prime GRANT award to another entity and will be passing funds and same terms and conditions to the 
University.   Should include a separate budget and scope of work from the prime.    
Sub-Grants (outgoing): Agreements issued under an agreement that UM is the prime/lead agency on a GRANT.  A portion of the research or other 
activities will be conducted by a third party (not an individual). Should include a separate budget and scope of work from the prime. 
 
 



 


